Let (a 1 , . . . , a m , b 1 , . . . , b n ) be a random permutation of 1, 2, . . ., m + n. Let P be a partial order on the a's and b's involving only inequalities of the form a i < a j or b i < b j , and let P' be an extension of P to include inequalities of the form a i < b j ; i.e, P' = P ∪ P'', where P'' involves only inequalities of the form a i < b j . We prove the natural conjecture of R. L. Graham, A. C. Yao, and F. F. Yao [SIAM J. Alg. Discr. Meth. 1 (1980), pp. 251-258] that in particular (*) Pr (a 1 < b 1 |P') ≥ Pr (a 1 < b 1 |P). We give a simple example to show that the more general inequality (*) where P is allowed to contain inequalities of the form a i < b j is false. This is surprising because as Graham, Yao, and Yao proved, the general inequality (*) does hold if P totally orders both the a's and the b's separately. We give a new proof of the latter result. Our proofs are based on the FKG inequality.
1. Introduction. Suppose (al, a2,  am, bl, bn) is a random (uniformly distributed) permutation Denote by Pr (a < bl P) the conditional probability that al loses to bl, given the partial order P. After some matches between a's and b's have taken place, in which we shall suppose that the a' s have lost each match to the b's so far, we have a new partial ordering P'= P U P", where P" contains inequalities of the form ai < bj; e.g. P" {03 < b4, a5 < bz, }. Note that there are two ways to think about P: if P is thought of as a partial order on {aa, ..., am, ba, ..., bn}, then the union P t,J P" P' is the larger partial order based on the additional information in P".
However, we shall think of P as a subset of permutations defined by the partial order P so that the intersection P N P" P' is the smaller subset of permutations based on the additional information in P". Denote by Pr (al < b P') the conditional probability that al loses to b given P'. It is tempting to conjecture that, in particular, (1.1) Pr ((/1 < bl P') -> Pr (a < bl ]P). 
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. A. SHEPP It is easy to check that Pr (P)= 1/4, Pr (P')= Pr (al < hi, P)= , Pr (al < bl, P') so that (1.1) asserts that] _-> , which is of course false. An even simpler example was found by a referee: rn n 2, P= {a2<bl}, P' {a2< b} f'l P, Pr (al < bl[P') -<-Pr (al < bl P). (1.6) Pr (P1 P n Qo) => Pr (P1 Qo).
The FKG (Fortuin, Kasteleyn, Ginibre) The setting for the FKG inequality is as follows: Let F be a finite lattice; i.e., F is a finite set F {x, y, z, } with a partial order x < y for which each pair x, y F has a unique least upper bound x V Y and a unique greatest lower bound x A y, (1.7)
x/y@F, xAyF.
Further, F is assumed distributive; i.e. for all x, y, z F xA(yvz) (xAy) V(xAz). or equivalently, for all x, y, z F, x /(y A z) (x /y) A (x /z). Suppose/x, f, g are real-valued functions on F for which for all x, y F, Since xi_-<k, y-<k implies that min (x,y)_-<max (x,y)=<k, we se+ that /z(x) /z(y) implies that tz(x/k y) /z(x k/Y) 1; thus (1.9) holds with equality. If x -< y andf(y) 1 then y P1. But ify -< k then xi _-< k, so that x P1 as well, and f(x) 1. Thus f is decreasing, and similarly so is g. Thus ( 1.10) It follows from (2.5) that for subsets P1, P., Pa as in Theorem which are each intersections of subsets {a < b}, Pk h-l(P), Because of (2.2), we again have (1.8) so FN, < is also a finite distributive lattice.
Let Q6 be a subset of 17' u defined by intersections of subsets of the form {x" a(x) < as(x)} and {x" bi(x) < b(x)}, so that (2.9)
Q {x" ail(X) < al(X),'"", air(x) < ar(x);
bks(x) < bts(x)}, and let P* and P be subsets of FN defined by intersections of the form {x" a(x) < b(x)}. Let Ix, f, g be defined for x Fv by so that by (2.7) and (2.8), x/ky Q. Similarly, x/y Q, so that Ix(x/k y)Ix(x /y) 1. Thus (1.9) holds. Note that (1.9) would fail if Q were allowed to contain inequalities {a < b}.
Ifx<y andf(y) 1, thenyP*; so that a(x) <-a(y) <-b(y) <-_b(x) if {a, < b} is any one ofthe inequalities involved inP*. Thusx P*, and sol(x) 1.
Thus f(x) is decreasing and so is g. Thus (1.10) holds and the hypothesis of the FKG inequality is satisfied. By (1.11) it follows that (2.12) which is the same as (1.6). Theorem 2 is thus proved.
